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Closed Book -- No Notes -- No Calculators

Write Maxwell’s Equations here:

A phasor E field solution to Maxwell’s equations in space is:

An approximate formula for skin depth is:

E = x 2 e-j4pz^
_

The associated H field is H = _____________.  In time dependent form, the E field can 
be written E(z,t) = ________________.  This wave travels through space until it hits a 
boundary with reflection coefficient +0.5  Write the expression for the reflected E field 
in phasor form ______________.  What is the transmission coefficient? ________  If 
the material is non-magnetic, describe the permittivity that would be needed to obtain a 
reflection coefficient of 0.5?

Write the phasor form expression for the transmitted H field into this unknown mate-
rial._________

A conductor has skin depth 1 micron at 2 GHz.  What is the skin depth at 200 GHz?

d =
wms

2___

Write the dimensions of all the variables here:

wave number k = ________  = ________ = ________

Section 1 Waves

________ microns

impedance h = ________  



Section 2 Reflections

A wave traveling in a 50 ohm system encounters a 100 ohm impedance.  What is the reflection coef-
ficient? _________  What is the standing wave ratio in the 50 ohm system __________  What per-
centage of the power is reflected?  _________?  A wave traveling in a 50 ohm system encounters an 
impedance of 25 ohms.  What is the reflection coefficient? ________  What is the standing wave ratio 
in the 50 ohm system? ________  What percentage of power is reflected? ________

write a formula for reflection coefficient, standing wave ratio, and return loss in this box

A microwave amplifier has SMA connectors and an input return loss of 20 dB.  If we connect a 50 
ohm coax cable with 1 milliwatt traveling toward the amplifier input, how much power is reflected? 
________  What is the reflection coefficient? ________  What is the standing wave ratio on the 50 
ohm coax? ________

The figure below is a Smith Chart.  Plot these two reflection coefficients on the chart:  0.5 and 0.3e
p
2
_j0.5 and 0.3e


